KHHI_Knives
4" MUK (Mini Utility Knife)
The mini sized blade makes it very mobile and swift handling, plus special bolster with hand guard feature provides
comfort and safety in even rough and reckless usage..











BLADE SIZE: 4 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 4mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 235 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 300 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 500 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Outdoor, Jungle Warfare, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

Introducing yet another outstanding knife to boost the vast collection of KHHI. Simple yet style of its own, small and
strong, light yet heavy, compactly and creatively built for the best and maximum result, this 4 inches long bladed Mini
Utility Knife, as named, would be handy and worthy in just about any situations and terrains. The small/mini size of the
knife makes it very mobile and swift handling, plus special bolster with hand guard feature provides comfort and
safety in even rough and reckless usage. Trekkers, travelers, explorers, wanderers, hunters, naturalist and other
wilderness lovers who want to travel light yet carry all the needed; where safety and survival is no.1, should not miss
KHHI’s 4”bladed MUK as you never know what’s in store for you out there…
Blade:: Basic and typical look. Semi polished for good look and easy maintenance. Steel made from SUV’s suspension
steel so very hard and strong.

Handle:: Unlike other knives of KHHI, MUK has steel hand-guard bolster for safety and better look. The erected steel
fixture divides blade and handle, as an obstruction to safe guard hand within the handle area. The full flat tang goes all
the way through the handle. Reinforced with two steel rivets from both sides. An empty see through hole is also made
as a lanyard hole. The contours and curvature of the handle as seen in the picture also provides the best possible and
comfortable grip.
Scabbard:: Simple and basic. Made from hard sturdy material “Codura”. A loop belt for the handle is fixed to secure
the knife inside the scabbard. The 3 inches approx belt loop space makes possible for any size belt to go through. It is
washable and waterproof too.
Materials / Features:
Spring steel, special hand-guard full tang riveted rosewood handle , waterproof Codura scabbard

Chuppi (Assault)
A local word in Nepalese that means a sharp pointed knife used for stabbing, offensive action etc..











BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 250 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 350 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 600 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Fighting, Gift, Lethal, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

It is one of the new products introduced by KHHI under this category. It is actually the copied version of a famous
knife made on demand by some loyal, regular customers of KHHI. It has also been made to exhibit the skill and
standard of the company as one of the best knives makers, and also to enhance its product variety range. The usefulness
of this knife goes from tactical to jungle warfare to safari to domestic.
“Chuppi” is a local word in Nepalese that means a sharp pointed knife (head portion) mainly used for stabbing,
offensive action etc. It literally means the harsh/strong version of the knife that is used against the enemy to assault.
The front portion of the blade is made similar to that of a “Chukuri” with its back curve area equally sharp like belly
intended for lethal application. The 5 inch high carbon blade has about 5 inch long full flat tang that goes all the way
through the horn handle. The tang is further riveted to strengthen the whole fixture. The exclusive designated curves
and contours of the knife give a perfect sturdy and easy grip to the handle. A lanyard hole facility is also in place; for a
leather thong to go through it and round the using hand’s wrist.
“Chuppi” comes with plain black “Codura” fabric scabbard with belt loop at the back. A small loop is also made to go
around the handle to hold it firmly once the knife is tucked in. The traditional wooden frame is tucked inside the fabric
to firmly and safely hold the knife.“An honest and loyal companion in difficult times”
Materials / Features:
Codura scabbard, 3 x riveted full flat tang water buffalo horn handle, lanyard hole

Churi (THE Knife)
In Nepalese means “Knife”, used as a domestic or outdoor cutting/utility tool..











BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 275 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 325 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 525 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic use, Gift, Hunting, Indoor, Outdoor, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

It is one of the new items introduced by Khukuri House Handicraft Industry under this category. It is actually a copied
version of a famous knife made on demand by some regular customers. It has also been made by KHHI to exhibit the
skill and standard of the company as one of the best knives makers. The usefulness of this knife goes from domestic to
jungle warfare to safari to tactical.
“Churi” in Nepalese means “Knife”. It literally means a domestic or household cutting too. Nonetheless, it also comes
very handy for trekking and traveling. The 5 inch high carbon blade has about 5 inch long full flat tang that goes all the
way through the wooden handle. The tang is further riveted to strengthen the handle. “Churi” comes with a special
embossed buffalo leather scabbard with belt loop at the back to prevent scratches etc while drawing in and out. A small
leather loop is also made to go around the handle to hold it firmly once the knife is tucked in. “Churi” is a complete and
compact mini utility tool at its very best. A metallic chape is fitted to prevent the naked scabbard’s tip from penetrating
flesh and also to protect the scabbard. It also gives a fine look to the knife.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Riveted flat full tang Indian rosewood handle

KHHI Kitchen (Homely)
A special kitchen and domestic knife to execute the culinary art and household activities superbly..











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 750 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1050 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Indoor, Regular work
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Special 3 x riveted full flat tang Indian Rosewood handle with lanyard hole, highly
polished blade.

McKnife (McCurdy Special)
An outstanding utility hand crafted piece you don’t wanna miss or mess with..











BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 6mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 300 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 350 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 600 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Outdoor, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 30th May 2010)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

KHHI’s long years in the business has successfully achieve a great feat and has managed to earn a lot of loyal and
frequent customers who have been regularly buying since they first discovered KHHI. Amongst its many dedicated
buyers one of them is Mr. John McCurdy who lives in the US and who himself is a professional knife maker and
collector. Over the years he has done many successful projects with KHHI and one of them is the “McKnife Project”,
which KHHI named after Mr. John McCurdy. McKnife became an instant hit on its debut and managed to win hearts
and hands of hundreds including the collectors and critics in no time. The project was a BIG success and highly
inspiring. And hence now with the permission from Mr McCurdy, KHHI has also started reproducing the design for its
direct selling and thus has added yet another outstanding knife to its amazing product line that we believe would bring
joy and thirst to all knife lovers and users. The McKnife’s creative design and superb strength with valuable features
make it a complete outdoor knife to carry and carter the needful that would cheat or challenge the fatality about to
unfold.
The Mcknife is 5 inch long, has a pointed shape and curves gently as it goes towards the point (see photo). It’s has a
steep bevel and thus a very sharp edge where as the backside bevel is blunt and has several cuts as shown in the photo.
The blade has good temper (54-56 RC) put for hard and rough use and has unpolished finishing objected for the same.
McKnife comes with unpolished finishing water buffalo horn handle. It has a thick full flat tang all the way in which
two plates of horns are firmly glued by epoxy and further the fixture is secured by 3 aluminum and brass (washer)
rivets. A naked (see through) hole is also avail to facilitate a lanyard motive. This section is made black (anti-rust
painted) to repel rust and hence is always hassle free. The steel guard in the top of the handle protects the user’s hand
from slipping towards the danger zone (sharp edge). The solid steel guard works like a divider restricting the hand
within the handle section – where it must always be.
2 mm ALL leather is used to make it sheath for the first time – simple and strong. Traditional wooden frame is
discarded and replaced by this thick leather, as shown in the inset. An extra large belt loop (holder) is made to fit even
the biggest ones. The handle belt strap fitted to lock the handle simply makes carrying easier and running swifter. Brass
rivets are positioned in the vital parts to ensure that the sheath remains together forever.
An outstanding utility hand crafted piece that you don’t wanna miss or mess with…
(Note: Please ignore the black leather sheath in the main photo. The new sheath is available from 1st Mar 2012
onwards only)
Materials / Features:
2mm new ALL leather sheath, full flat tang riveted water buffalo horn handle, steel guard

Survival Knife (Live)
Simple yet superb, handy and important - "Don’t go out in the jungle without it…"











BLADE SIZE: 6 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 250 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 350 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 600 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Gift, Indoor, Outdoor, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal (released on 3rd Mar 2006)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Knives
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

It’s the survival and utility knife that would help you come out of the erratic of the wilderness and its harshness. This
6” long bladed straight knife is designed to tackle the unfamiliar and difficult situations one may go through when lost
and alone, helpless and hopeless; hence the name. It comes equally handy for hunting, trekking, camping and for other
outdoor adventurous activities too. The blade is highly polished so that reaction (mainly rust) can be prevented as much
even when the blade comes hard in use in water or fluids. The unpolished handle is the source of the strength of this
KHHI’s survival knife as it is unpolished for better and easier grip - the full flat tang technique boosted with rivets is
applied with an aim to make the handle as strong as possible - and the handle’s shape is specifically designed so as to
give stiff grip yet rest to the palm of the using hand. The scabbard of the knife is also unique, made from hard and
strong waterproof “Cordura” material used to make luggage, backpacks and others. The scabbard has belt loop to fasten
the handle and reinforcement stitches and patches to strongly enclose the blade within it. The knife is simple yet
superb, handy and important thus “Don’t go out in the jungle without it…”
[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being
banned by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian
Rosewood handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 26th May 2013 onwards only]
Materials / Features:
“Cordura” nylon fabric, riveted full flat tang unpolished brown Indian rosewood handle, highly polished blade.

